
Your Target:

To write a formal letter in 
character.



stomach

The internal organ in which the major 

part of the digestion of food occurs.

Spellround

Write the word ten times forwards. 

Then, without looking at the word, 

spell it backwards out loud.

Simile Station

Write a simile using this word.

Week 3: Thursday



SPaG Shape-Up

eigh, ey or ei?

Spelling

Each missing word is spelt using eigh, ey or ei.
Can you complete each word using the correct spelling pattern?

Can you think of more examples of these spelling patterns?
Make a word list of your own.

1. Auntie Jane and Uncle David said th__ would arrive at 4pm.

2. You must ob__ the rules.

3. The health visitor arrived to w__ my baby sister.

4. Blood is carried around your body in your v__ns.



There are some important things to remember when writing a formal letter.

You have to lay out your letter properly:

• Write your address.

• Write the full date.

• Write the address of who you are 

writing to (the recipient’s address).

• Write a greeting (the recipient’s name).

• Write about the topic and persuade

your reader.

• Close your letter.

• Write your full name.

Formal Letter Writing



Your Address

This goes on the top right-

hand side of the letter:

Your house name/number,

Street,

Town/City,

County

Example:
123 Apple House,

Blueberry Road,

Exeter,

Devon



The Full Date
This goes on the top right hand

side of the letter, under your

address.

Example:
Tuesday 1st March 2016



The Recipient’s Address

The address of who you are

writing to goes on the top left-

hand side of the letter:

Their house name/number,

Street,

Town/City,

County,

Example:
567 Banana House,

Raspberry Road,

Exeter,

Devon



Greeting
If you do know who the letter is

to, begin it with either Mr, Miss,

Mrs, Ms and their surname, then a

comma:

Example:
Dear Miss Smith,

If you don’t know who to address

the letter to, begin it with:

Example:
Dear Sir or Madam,



Introduction, main body and conclusion 

Paragraph 1: Introduce the topic you are

writing about.

Paragraph 2, 3 and 4: Explain in detail, using

words such as: Firstly… Secondly… In my

opinion… Some believe that… I feel that… I am

sure that…

• Describe, using adventurous adjectives.

• Argue why it is so good or bad – be

enthusiastic!

• Use powerful verbs.

• Give reasons for your argument– use

evidence.

• Ask the recipient questions to get them

thinking and make them empathise with

you.

Paragraph 5: End with a summary of what you

need to happen.



Closing Farewell

If you don’t know who the letter is

to, close your letter on the left-hand

side with:

Yours faithfully,

(Your Full Name)

If you do know who the letter is to,

close your letter on the left-hand

side with:

Yours sincerely,

(Your Full Name)



Don’t forget to use your planning!
(Part 1)

Yesterday you planned:

• The senders address (You can be creative here as you may be stuck on sea 

ice in Antarctica!)

• The recipients address (Research this as it depends on who you are 

writing to)

• The date (An appropriate date depending on when you are writing during 

the voyage)

• An appropriate greeting (Dear sir/madam if you don’t know the recipient 

or Dear Miss/Mrs/Mr and surname if you do know the recipient) 

• An introduction (Tell them why you are writing)

• Formal sentence starters and phrases (e.g. I am writing to inform you or I 

would like to express…)



Don’t forget to use your planning!
(Part 2)

Yesterday you planned:

• Paragraphs separating information/ideas 

• A conclusion requesting or stating what you would like to happen 

(Continue using formal language and phrases)

• A closing sentence (Make it emotive – include thoughts and feelings but 

continue writing in a formal tone)

• ‘Yours faithfully’ if you do not know the recipient or ‘Yours sincerely’ if 

you do know the recipient 

• The senders name/signature  (Who are you pretending to be?)



Formal Letter Checklist
Write these out and tick them off as you include them in your formal letter

• The senders address

• The date

• The recipients address

• An appropriate greeting (Dear sir/madam if you don’t know the recipient or Dear 

Miss/Mrs/Mr and surname if you do know the recipient) 

• An introduction

• Formal sentence starters and phrases e.g. I am writing to inform you or I would like to 

express…

• Paragraphs separating information/ideas 

• A conclusion requesting or stating what you would like to happen

• A closing sentence

• ‘Yours faithfully’ if you do not know the recipient or ‘Yours sincerely’ if you do know the 

recipient 

• The senders name/signature 



Your task for today
Write your formal letter to your chosen recipient. 
Your letter should be made up of 5 paragraphs: 

• Paragraph 1 – Introduction
• Paragraph 2, 3 and 4 – Main body of letter. You need to decide on 3 

topics you wish to talk about. 
• Paragraph 5 – Conclusion 

Remember to think carefully about the purpose of the letter before starting 
writing. 

If you are using the suggested example about being stuck on the ice, you 
should select three ‘arguments’ for you main body.  These will be three 
reasons why they should come and rescue you.  

Use the persuasive writing word bank (next slide) for ideas. 




